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PLEASE READ AND RT - THEMING FOR A GOOD CAUSE
 
 
Dear Friends, Fans, and Followers,
 
Please Read this and Share it with your friends and followers, please pass along this story.
 
You all know me as @iBitgirl the wife of @iHaz3 a great graphic and Dev in the community.
 
Last year I went to the hospital because of pain in my back.
They found I had a hernia and a nerve tumor.
 
So it has been a very hard time for us, some of you might know I am now recovering from the
surgery I had because of the Nerve Tumor in my back. 
 
My Husband @iHaz3 made a special theme to make extra money so he could buy extra stuff I
needed to get the best results in recovery.
 
Unfortunately the nerves in my left leg and back got damaged because of the surgery. 
 
This means that now I am in a lot of pain everyday and no longer can use the full function of
my left leg.
 
Sadly enough these nerves will not heal or grow back because of to much damage.
 
You can understand my disappointment with the results of the surgery which now will effect
me the rest of my life.
 
Now it has been six months after my surgery and it is time to think about my second surgery
for the hernia.
 
Because of the previous damage of the nerve tumor surgery, the most common way to
operate on hernia's is not recommended because of the risks of more nerve damage.
 
They offered an alternative kind of surgery which showed good results and has a minimum of
risk of more nerve damage.
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The only problem is that this surgery still falls under experimental and will not be payed for by
healthcare insurance in the Netherlands.
Costs for a PTED surgery are 11.000 dollars.
 
We could have already saved up a lot of money for this cause if people didn't pirated our
themes and products on Cydia.
 
But sad figures show only a small percentage of people buys the theme and the rest steals it
from master thief repo's like sinfuliphone insanelyi Xselize and other repo's
 
So I would kindly  ask you to buy my husbands products on cydia (if you have not already)
instead of pirating it.
 
We try to work hard to make money for my surgery and it hurts me to see how many people
just download it for free.
 
This makes me very sad, seeing my husband doing so much effort in helping me and people
just get his work for free while it even states he is trying to raise money for my recovery.
 
So please RT and share this story.
 
Because next year I want to be able to play with my kids outside on the playground again, and
as long as you will keep pirating our products this will not happen for me.
 
I haven't tweeted or wrote a lot about this since the release of the AftermathHaz3 theme which
was specially designed by @iHaz3 to help pay for my recovery we got a lot of hatred by some
groups of the community calling my illness a fake.
 
It really made me sad seeing people attack my husband for only wanting to help his wife get
better.
 
These people are cruel and ignorant if they think people would lie about something like that.
 
(So don't start again about that, there is enough "proof" of my illness and my surgery on my
Twitter TL.
 
Only thing I want to ask is to help our cause by buying our themes and share this story.   
 



This has been laying heavily on my heart for a very long time, I am glad that I finally said it.
 
I also want to thank my husband @iHaz3 for always doing his best to make me feel better.
 
With Kind Regards,
 
IBitgirl


